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WHAT IS ANXIETY?

- Body's natural response to threat 
- Amygdala - Emotional centre of the 
brain 

- Evolutionary - Fight | Flight | Freeze 
- From back in caveman days 
- Modern threats are different but still 
the same response 

- Slow & fast Tracks 
- Autonomic Nervous System          
      - Parasympathetic  
      - Sympathetic



FIGHT FLIGHT FREEZE 



WHAT IS ANXIETY…

Cognitive Behavioural Physical Emotional
Muscle tension 
Sleep issues 
IBS symptoms 

On alert

Worry 
Unhelpful thinking 
Negativity Bias 

Not in PFC (flip the lid) 
Can’t concentrate

Avoidance 
Snappy - Irritable 

Unhelpful behaviours 
Safety or reassurance 

seeking

Hypersensitive 
Panicky 

Low mood 
Fear 

Nervous 
Irritated



What is a panic attack?
A sudden episode of intense fear and anxiety 

Overwhelming physical symptoms and sensations

Often accompanied by intense fears and thoughts that you are having a heart attack, going to 
die, or are going crazy

Happens in the absence of any real threat or danger (even though it feels like there is!)

May occur ‘out of the blue’ or may be brought on by a known stressor or fear (like a specific phobia, i.e. public 
speaking)

Usually symptoms peak by 10 minutes but they can last longer and can occur back to back

You will likely feel stressed, on edge and key-ed up after a panic attack, which may then change 
to fatigue and exhaustion





Mentally: 

•  Feeling like things aren’t real (derealisation) 

• Feeling out of body (depersonalisation) 

• Feel like you are going crazy  

• Fear you might lose control 

• Fear you are having a heart attack 

• Fear you might die 

• Fear of fainting of choking

Physically: 
• Chest pain or tightness 
• Sweating 
• Feeling of choking 
• Dizzy, lightheaded, faint or unsteady 
• Heart palpitations, pounding/racing heart 
• Nausea 
• IBS symptoms 
• Numbessness/tibgling 
• Trembling and shaking 
• Short of breath 
• Hyperventilation 



Difference between an anxiety attack and a panic attack

Anxiety attacks tend to occur after a long build up of anxiety and worry

Panic attacks come on more quickly and can even occur suddenly without clear cause

Panic attacks usually peak by 10 minutes while anxiety can last much much longer, even months

Anxiety attacks don’t tend to have the same extreme sense of fear or detachment that panic attacks do



Common thoughts/fears/myths debunked

I’m having a heart attack You are not. Your heart is actually designed to perform in this way in order 
to get you out of danger. Your heart is more than capable of functioning in 
this way for the period of time your panic attack will last (and longer). 
Think of it like going for a long run! Head t your GP for a ‘WOF’ to 
alleviate any fears around this.

I’m going crazy
Panic attacks WILL NOT make you ‘go insane’. They will not ‘flick a switch’ 
or make you go crazy. They are a functional design of your body that is 
malfunctioning right now and this can be overcome. In fact, your nervous 
system is designed to ‘pull on the hand break’ to ensure you do not stay in 
this mode for too long.

This is never going to end Have any of your panic attacks lasted forever yet? No. They always pass. 
Most times within 10 mins. Ride them out.



THE PANIC ATTACK CYCLE
Trigger

Worries and  
anxious thoughts

Physical Symptoms

Increased worries

Amygdala activated
Intensified physical  

sensations

Event, thought or feeling



HOW ANXIETY MAY PRESENT…
⁃Unhealthy coping mechanisms; 

drinking, mindless scrolling, etc

⁃Avoidance and isolation

⁃Getting lost in social media

⁃Trouble sleeping and concentrating

⁃Work/social avoidance 


⁃Ongoing physical complaints i.e. 
tummy aches, headaches, fatigue



WHEN ANXIETY 

MOVES FROM 

'NORMAL' TO 

'UNHELPFUL'



HOW THE AMYGDALA ENCODES FEAR
Panic attacks often become ‘the fear of the fear’

Amygdala has a STRONG emotional memory

To overcome the fear and the memory we have to be ‘back in the fear’ and then experience some success



•Providing lots of external reassurance 
•Trying to offer certainty 
•Trying to remove any discomfort 
•‘Enabling’ avoidance 
•‘Allying the anxiety’ 
•Fixation on physical symptoms

HOW WE ALLY WITH THE ANXIETY



UNHELPFUL THINKING STYLES 

Remember: Not all thoughts are true! Think of worries anxiety 

like ads on the TV…  
Thoughts are like books in a library



sticky 

thinking 

and 

'glitches'



strategies 

and tools 

to 

overcome 

panic



First and foremost we have 
to work at adopting a new 
attitude and approach to 
the panic. 

No longer pushing it away. 

No longer feeding the fear. 

“I welcome this as an 
opportunity to overcome my 
fear and become my best 
self”





exposure 
and the 

fear 
ladder



coping 
statements



cheat 
sheet



• grounding  

• internal vs external focus 
grounding 

• sharp grounding tools - ice/water 
etc







Overall nervous system regulation

Post-it notes to disrupt patterns or to remind you or new ones

Frequent body scans or check-ins

Morning and nighttime routine - Under 5 minutes is fine!





After your body 
scan, if you identify 
any hot spots holding 
tension you can use 

isometric muscle 
relaxation



Try this as a part 
of your morning or 
night time routine



BREATHING
ONLY DIRECT ACCESS TO PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

First take your resting breathing rate (how many breaths in 1 minute) 
Then try 3-5 minutes of a breathing exercise 

Now take your resting rate again 

You can do this 3 x per day



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YhYHG59f-g


alternate 
nostril 
breath

belly breath

OR

OR

weighted breath



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YhYHG59f-g


Normal Breathing rate? 12 - 20 breaths per minute. 
Over-breathing indicates the stress response may be activated 
Over-breathing throws out the balance of CO2 and O2 in the brain 
Causing symptoms such as; tight chest, dizziness, anxiety, insomnia 









EXERCISE | MOVEMENT

SLEEP

WATER

NUTRITION



And remember... 
Putting in place these tools and changes to the way you approach panic 
will take time and repetition. 
Don’t be disheartened if it feels unnatural and things don’t work right 
off that bat on the first go. 
Our brains need to do things over and over again in order to make and 
create new habits, then to reinforce those new tools and behaviour 
before they feel natural. 
Hang in there. Don’t give up. You’ve got this. 

You CAN and WILL overcome this and have a brand new way of thinking 
and relating to panic and anxiety if you put in the work.



QUESTION 
AND ANSWER 

TIME!



resources
Mindfulness Cards 
Anxiety Toolbox 

Note to Self or Note to Self Journal 
Grounding & Mindfulness Course 

Anxiety Course Online 
Mini Toolboxes - Breathing, Worry, Mood 



MORE RESOURCES - AVAILABLE ON MY WEBSITE
Upcoming 6 week 
coaching course 

- Discover and unpack your 
limiting beliefs

- Re-write the way you see yourself
- Learn techniques to overcome 

your inner critic
- Discover tools to improve you 
focus and feel more in control of 
your life - Reduce your stress and 

anxiety
- Find more balance

- Build your confidence


